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,» IAGfire against groups of -attackers at short range.

  

methoa of engaging ‘groups ©: us
appeara that. nomi service ‘bursts |exe always the worst method,à‘and that a
the machinesgunner.should use:‘either single shots or traversing fire.
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» When.an140 da-dn-defence’ a:particular kind of target may arise when

the. enemy, makeg: his final assault upto close quarters... TheBrengunner
may then de gonfronted with a group of mon advancing towards him from a dis-
tance of, say, 200 yards. The characteristics of such a target will be that

(4) sich man will bé fairly well exposed,

(414) the ‘hole target will only be in view
. for a short time,

It has been questioned whether the standard methodof fire (bursts of
4. or § shots) is the best to adopt against such a target, The alternatives ..
are to fire single ahots or to go to the other extreme and fire aga many rounds

. as possible in the time, traversing the gun so as to spray the bullets along

. the line of attackers.

Theobvious objection to the last method that it would lead to very
heavy emamition expenditure cannot be sustained on investigation. Only two
more magazines would be fired in 70 seconds, and such ea method of fire would

- have to be confined rigidly to proper occasions, when the shorttime of expos-
. ure makes the aummanttion expenditureof secondary importance,

“An attempt has been made to estimate tho number of casualties fron the
3 methods of firing, Inthe case of traversing fire a amall number of ‘exper- ‘
iments were carried out which agreed well with theory. With bursts and single
shots about 50 experimental shoots were carried out, Targets were used which
were equivalent to a row of 24h men at 100 or ‘200yards spaced either h or 8 ft.
apart. A summary of the results ds given as Table 1,

Table l» mmber of casualties 4n 30 seconds firing,

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

. | > Bursts, Single shot. . Traversing, |

Range 100 yds, spacing à ft. og | 12 16

4 Ps 100 vas, epactng8 fe 8 ou "8
Range 200yas spicing wets ue 8 Doge “| gg

Range 200 yas, spacing Bt. |. ‘5 | eg 7

5. : it wal be notioed, that ‘bursts! is never the best method, In some
conditions traversing fire will be best; in some, single shot, This is |

. _ ShownreEin;‘Diagram. 2, : , ee
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7 Further datette of caloulations and’ triste are given à LEpète,

Conclusion, In the ctrowptonons cnviaagad (a grow vho aro only Waly to be
cmeoaed for a short time), troops should be instrpoted to use traversing firs.
When, howoyur, the enesy come to within 10° yanis range ard aro ot lesot 6 ft,
coast, recu chnuta be hat to tinxlo ahota ©
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APPENDIX.

     
OeThe average number of shots fired in 30 seconds vas tested for a

selection of firers,‘~" Ineach’case time occupied by. stoppages was not

counted. | The results are given in Table 3. + “oo

Table 3 - shots in 30 seconds. :,

 

Traversing (4 firers)

|

119 shots

Bursts (28 firers) 52 shots

Single oy li ee,
shots (22 firers)

|

18 shots
    

 

The average number of casualties to be expected with traversing

fire oan beobtained by calculation. The only further factor that must be

obtained experimentally 4s the mumber of shots wasted by being too high or

too low. ‘The average of 4 firers gave the following results.

- Mable} = ‘shots wasted in traversing.

  

 

 

 

Range. _Swested,

|

Net shotsin
. Vs . 30 secs,

100 yards. 10 » 105

200 yards. © 45 66  
 

‘The final caloulations for traversing give the figures quoted in

Table 1. ‘ Allowance has, of course, been made for overhitting, and the fig-

ures given représent the mmber of different men hit, some of them more than

once, FT
. : :

The method of traversing deserves attention, A few actual trials

were made traversingfrom the bipod, which is notvery easy to do, Even so,

the results were very near the theoretical values, =~ .

The figures ‘for bursts and single shots were obtained by experimental

shoots at miniature targets at 25 yarës by men from the- Guards demonstration

platoon and the Dorset regiment. It 4s thought that these targers were con- £ |

‘siderably easier than actual men would have been, and that the results are,"

. roettte) weighted againat traversing fire (which has even so given such good

results), . ‘ | ‘

. , 28 shoots were ‘made with bursts and 22 with single shots. No shoots

were made with range 100 yds and spacing 8 ft; the corresponding figures are

inserted. as a guess,bub cannot’bevery far out, . oa

The horizontal distribution of. every shot was plotted, and thé reeult-

ing histograms verified that the gun ueed was acourately zeroed, .


